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Pakistan ISI Saved the World from Nuclear Third World War ....!! 
Third World Nuclear War was imminent. 

London , 09.09.2023, 01:50 Time

USPA NEWS - Pakistan ISI Saved the World from Nuclear Third World War

The world owes a huge deal of gratitude and commends Pakistan’s world formidable spy agency, “The Inter-Service Intelligence,”
(The ISI) for not just once but on two occasions having saved the world from a catastrophic Nuclear Third World War. This war would
have been Armageddon and the end of the world as we know it, said Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international
community welfare campaigner.

The world’s nuclear superpower nations and the stakeholders in South Asia were poised and on the brink of a Nuclear World War 3.
The nuclear world war in question which was on the brink of kicking off was firstly during the times when the Soviet Union invaded
Afghanistan in 1979. The other time was when the United States invaded Afghanistan. These were some of the most serious and
volatile times as the potential and serious risk of a Third World Nuclear War was imminent. Pakistan’s intelligence agency The ISI has
always been ahead of its times in dealing with covert and overt operations and also understanding the psyche and the aims and
objectives of the various stakeholders, 

superpowers and the role of their intelligence services. Pakistan’s ISI under the command of DG ISI Gen. Hameed Gul, DG ISI Gen.
Shuja Pasha and DG ISI Gen. Faiz Hameed have been instrumental and victorious in challenging the negative forces and all of their
adversities during some of the most difficult and complex of times,
said Shazada Hayat.

The Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan with a mission and an objective plan to have access and control over the warm waters of the
Middle East through the Straits of Hormuz. This was the aim and objective of the mighty USSR so that if and when The Third World
War broke out against the United States, Britain and the NATO alliance countries the Soviet Union wanted to be in a strong position by
blocking the oil supply route of the West which were passing through the Straits of Hormuz. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan sent
emergency alarm bells ringing in United States, Britain and Europe. The United States and the allied countries agreed to unite and
defeat the USSR out of Afghanistan at all costs come what may. The NATO united allied countries headed by the United States and
Britain launched a full-scale proxy war against the Soviet Union. In order for the United States and the NATO Alliance countries to
achieve their desired aim and objective this could only be possible with the help and support of Pakistan. In order to solve this
mammoth task the President of United States Ronald Reagan and the Prime Minister of Britain Margaret Thatcher called on Pakistan
......

to help the West in their hour of desperate need.

Pakistan an ally country with historical links to Britain and the United States since its independence in 1947 without hesitation agreed
to take on the Soviet Union. Pakistan by taking this bold and brave step in doing so risked its very own existence as the defence shield
for the USA and Britain. Pakistan put the task of the strategy and game plan in order to defeat the USSR out of Afghanistan in the
hands of Pakistan DG ISI General Hameed Gul. The United States and the Europe could not tolerate military bases of the USSR in
Afghanistan. Just as during the Cuban crisis the then President of USA John F Kennedy wouldn’t allow the Soviet Union to have a
military base in Cuba. Pakistan ISI went to task of supporting and training the Afghanistan freedom fighters the Mujahedeen's /
Talibans and working close with the United States CIA and MI6 of Britain to achieve victory over the mighty USSR in Afghanistan.

DG ISI Hameed Gul took on and defeated one of the world’s feared and powerful intelligence service the KGB who were supported by
the Indian intelligence service RAW. Pakistan ISI and the Mujahedeen's / Taliban will go down in history for defeating the Soviet Union
out of Afghanistan which was the catalyst that led to the demise and dismantling of the USSR empire.
Shazada Hayat went on to say, Afghanistan freedom fighters lost hundreds of thousands of fighters in this campaign and the country
suffered destruction beyond comprehension. Similarly, Pakistan suffered tens of hundreds of human lives lost and collateral damage
of billions of pounds. The United States, Britain and Europe looked upon the Afghanistan Mujahideen and Taliban as an army sent



from heaven who fought their battle and made a huge sacrifice for the West. President Ronald Reagan and Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher both said at the time, the world and especially the United States, Britain and Europe owe a huge debt and sense of gratitude
to Pakistan and its ISI and to the freedom fighters the Mujahideen/ Taliban of Afghanistan for saving the world from catastrophe.

To undermine their own armed forces and institutions to achieve anarchy to lead to civil war and destruction of that country by way of a
proxy war. This hybrid fifth generation war has been declared on Pakistan by the enemies of Pakistan, RAW of India and MOSSAD of
Israel who are being supported by other intelligence services. The aim and objective was to engage Pakistan and Afghanistan into a
war and at the same time the Western intelligence worked on trying to get India and China to go into a full-scale war; also, to get Saudi
Arabia to go to war with Iran. These were the plans and aims and objectives of the then President of United States Donald Trump and
Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel to which the Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi and the President of Afghanistan Ashraf Ghani were
going into with their eyes wide shut.

Had these ambitious and sinister plans succeeded by the dark forces and rogue elements this would have most certainly led to an all-
out nuclear war which would have been hell on earth and Armageddon. The full credit goes to the Pakistan intelligence service The ISI
under the command of DG ISI Gen. Faiz Hameed for staying alert and ten steps ahead and outwitting the enemies of Pakistan and
those who wanted to destroy the world and bring about calamity and catastrophe and destruction beyond comprehension. If ever there
was an award to a country and its intelligence service for saving the world from Armageddon that international award would most
certainly have to go to Pakistan and its magnificent ISI.

The outstanding spymasters who have carved their name into the history books of the world espionage masters of covert and overt
operations as the greatest, are the legendry DG ISI Gen. Hameed Gul, DG ISI Gen. Shuja Pasha and DG ISI Gen. Faiz Hameed.
These are truly the great lions of Pakistan who have saved the world from destruction,

said : Shazada Hayat.
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